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What?
Facing the gazes of everyone, Timur only felt his mind buzzing and blank.
Nine girls….is a member of the Tiandao Society?
A few seconds later, Timur recovered his senses and said coldly to Itel: “You don’t fall
into the trap. That nine girl has lost her memory. I don’t know her identity at all.” After
speaking, Timur looked again. Prince Xiang Aotian: “When I met Ninth Girl, she was
floating in the river and was injured, and then you arrived and wanted to kill her.
Besides, even if she was a member of the Heavenly Dao Society, she would still be
able to survive. What does it mean?”
Facing his explanation, Prince Aotian smiled and said nothing.
Haha….
Yitel sneered and took advantage of the situation: “Timur, you can actually say such a
thing, let me tell you, the Tiandao Society has been using a business model for all these
years to conduct business with our Rakshasa tribe. Infiltration.”
“Also, after your precious son broke into the forbidden area with the nine girls that day,
a large number of elites from the Tiandao Society rushed over quickly. Are these all
coincidences? Although I have not found out the truth, but It is also guessed that your
family and Tiandao will secretly collude and want to seize the treasures in the forbidden
land. Right?”
“You…”
Hearing this, Timur’s face flushed, and he scolded: “Nonsense. “
I’m talking nonsense?” Itel looked grim: “The nine girls are from the Tiandao Society,
but they live in your house, and then explore the restricted area with your son. How do
you explain this?”
“Okay, good, good!”
At this moment, Timur was in a hurry, and he didn’t bother to talk nonsense: “Ital, you
deliberately put me in charge of the crime, you want to exclude dissidents and take
power alone, I am not as good as you want.”
“If I don’t get rid of you this traitor today, I swear I won’t be human.”
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Om!
The voice fell, and a powerful breath burst out from Timur’s body. He raised his hand
and slapped it straight at Itel’s heart. The speed was as fast as running thunder.
Seeing the eruption of Timur, Itel did not panic at all. After all, there is the head of
Wudang Ye by his side.
“The evidence is conclusive, but you dare to be presumptuous.”
At this critical moment, Prince Aotian spoke coldly, dodged in front of Itair, and the
divine power in his body erupted, and in an instant, a golden glow enveloped the entire
side hall.
Hiss…
such a strong breath!
At this moment, both Timur and the surrounding leaders were taken aback.
This Wudang sect master, what kind of cultivation technique is he practicing, and a
golden light burst out. Although he had seen the skills of Prince Aotian just now, he was
still extremely shocked at this time.
At this time, everyone did not know that the power that Prince Aotian burst out did not
belong to the Kyushu Continent at all, but divine power.
“Om!”
Just when everyone was secretly shocked, Prince Aotian slowly raised his right hand,
and a palm shadow condensed, directly colliding with Timur’s palm.
“Ah…”
In an instant, a roar came out, and then, Timur let out a scream, and the whole person
was shocked and flew out, and finally hit the pillar at the door heavily, and then fell softly
to the ground, angry on the spot. perish.
This…
Seeing this scene, the leaders present couldn’t help gasping for air and were terrified.
Killed Timur with one palm? Terrifying power.

quiet!
For a while, the entire hall was silent. Everyone’s eyes stared blankly at Prince Aotian,
all speechless.
Haha…
But Itel was indescribably excited and excited.
Madd, he has been fighting against Timur for years. The opponent, relying on the
protection of Queen Mona, has never been able to do anything to him, and now, the
number one enemy is finally dead.
It’s really heartwarming.
At this time, Prince Aotian faced the gazes of the leaders and made a helpless gesture:
“Everyone, you have seen it, this Timur shot twice and twice to kill General Itair, I have
no choice but to do so. I just shot.”
Phew…
Hearing this, the leaders present all sighed secretly, and then nodded successively.
They are not fools. The situation in front of them has been firmly controlled by Yi Taier.
After all, he has such a master as the head of Wudang, who dares to talk nonsense?
“General!” In the
next second, one of the leaders came out and saluted in public: “Please take charge of
the overall situation and save the queen as soon as possible.”
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The
voice fell, and other leaders also spoke.
“Yes, we Rakshasa can’t be without a leader for a day.”
“I also hope that the general can shoulder the heavy responsibility…”
The words of the leaders came from you and me, and Itel couldn’t express the
excitement in his heart. And excited, but his face is calm.

In the next second, Itel waved his hand and said slowly: “Since the leaders said so, then
I would be more respectful than obeying my orders. Pass my order and try my best to
find the Queen’s whereabouts.”
Saying that, Itel charged again . Several black-armored cavalrymen said: “Timur
colluded with the Heavenly Dao Society and committed a heinous crime, so he could
put up notices everywhere, and block Timur’s home, his family, and anyone related to
him, all of them should be brought to justice. There is a mistake.”
“As ordered…” A
few minutes later, several hundred black armored cavalry rushed to Timur’s house in a
hurry.
….
on the other side, on the street in the business district.
Yue Feng wandered all over the streets and alleys, trying to investigate the matter of the
sunset bow, but from the morning until noon, he did not get any useful clues.
This made Yue Feng very depressed.
In this way, I don’t know when I can get clues. It would be nice if Mona helped.
Just thinking of Mona’s indifferent attitude, Yue Feng immediately dismissed the idea of
returning to the palace.
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Have a noodle shop?
It was noon now, and Yue Feng saw a noodle restaurant run by a Kyushu person not far
ahead, and immediately walked in.
The noodle shop is not very big, but the business is booming.
Yue Feng found a seat by the window and sat down, looked around, and saw the
guests in this noodle shop, dressed in different clothes, from all over the world. Most of
them come to the Rakshasa to do business.
At this time, the shop assistant walked over quickly: “What do you want to eat, sir?”
Yue Feng thought for a while: “Bring me a bowl of beef noodles.”
Alright.

The shop assistant responded and turned to go to the kitchen.
Yue Feng was bored, looking at the pedestrians outside the window in a trance, the
scene of the morning reappeared in his mind.
Strange, why does Mona’s attitude towards me change so much in one night? Could it
be that something happened in the middle?
Just when Yue Feng was thinking about this, the chatting of a few guests at the next
table caught his attention.
“One day the cavalry came to arrest people on the street, did you know?”
“Of course I do. I heard that it was Timur’s son who broke into the forbidden area with a
woman, and, ah, the vision of heaven and earth at that time seemed to be the same. It
has something to do with them.”
“Hey, I know this best, I was there, Timur’s son was holding a bow in his hand, and that
bow looks like a treasure… It is said that they would rather die. He didn’t surrender, and
finally escaped into the wild and strange realm…” The
voice of the conversation kept coming, and Yue Feng’s eyes suddenly lit up.
Two people who ran out of the forbidden area with bows in their hands? Could it be Hou
Yi’s sunset bow?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng quickly stood up and said politely at the next table:
“Several, excuse me, who is that Timur you are talking about?”
Yue Feng’s eyes were full of urgency when he asked.
The conversation was interrupted, and several people were a little unhappy, looking at
Yue Feng up and down one by one.
“Who are you?” “Did you
come from out of town? You don’t even know about Timur?”
Yue Feng nodded with a smile: “Yes, I’m from Kyushu, please let me know.”
Seeing Yue Feng’s attitude Very polite, several people put down their displeasure, and
then one of them said: “Timur, that is the red man next to the Queen, who is mainly
responsible for our Rakshasa’s foreign trade.”
Hu!

Knowing the situation, Yue Feng nodded secretly, and then asked: “You said just now
that his son was chased by cavalry with a bow?”
The man nodded: “Yes, at that time, many people on the street were watching It’s a pity,
he escaped into the wild and strange realm, I’m afraid of death.”
Yue Feng thanked him, stopped asking, and returned to his position.
Looking at it, if you want to know more about the situation, you can only go to Timur.
After a while, the noodles were served, and Yue Feng ate quickly, then paid the bill and
walked out of the noodle shop. On the street outside, Yue Feng found someone to find
out the location of Timur’s house and rushed over immediately.
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Huh?
However, when Yue Feng was about to arrive, he saw that Timur’s manor had been
blocked.
There were several black armored cavalrymen standing at the gate of the manor, and a
cordon was drawn on the ground next to it.
“Oh, I really didn’t expect that Timur would secretly collude with the Tiandao Society.”
“Yeah, only now I know that the Tiandao Society has always had bad intentions and
used a business model to infiltrate our Rakshasa clan…”
“It’s a good seal. Hearing everyone ‘s
discussion, Yue Feng was taken aback.
what’s the situation? Timur secretly hooked up with the Heavenly Dao Society? Is the
house closed?
In shock, Yue Feng squeezed into the crowd and reached the cordon, but before he
could cross, he was stopped by the black armored cavalry.
“Stop!”
A black-armored cavalry looked at Yue Feng up and down, and said coldly: “What are
you doing? Didn’t you see that this is a cordon?”
Yue Feng smiled and asked politely, “I want to ask, What the hell did Timur do, and why
did he seal his home?”

“Who are you?” The black-armored cavalry asked rhetorically.
Yue Feng shook his head: “It doesn’t matter, just curious to ask.”
Shuh!
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Hearing this, the black armored cavalry looked impatient: “It doesn’t matter, what are
you asking? Go… If you want to know the situation, go to the announcement at the
intersection.” As
he said that, he waved his hand to let Yue Feng leave . .
If it was before, facing the attitude of this cavalryman, Yue Feng would definitely not be
able to bear it, but after so many years, his mood has long since calmed down, and he
didn’t care about it at the time. There were a lot of people around, so I quickly walked
over.
Soon, in front of the announcement, Yue Feng was secretly shocked when he saw what
was written on it.
It was clearly written in the announcement that Timur secretly colluded with the
Heavenly Dao Society, which resulted in Mona being arrested. Moreover, Timur also
attempted to commit a murder in the side hall of the palace, and was finally killed by the
general on the spot…
Mona disappeared. ?
For a while, Yue Feng was stunned there, only feeling that his brain was buzzing, and
he couldn’t calm down for a long time.
But so many things happened in one morning?
Mona was missing, his right-hand man Timur was killed… All of this seems to be related
to the general Itel. Can’t let go of the relationship.
Yue Feng’s thinking was quick, and he immediately thought of the problem.
In the next second, Yue Feng turned around and walked towards the palace. When he
was about to arrive, he could see inside and outside the palace from a distance. The
guards had been strengthened. There were warriors guarding all entrances. Moreover,
there were also constantly on the aisles outside the palace. Black cavalry patrolling
back and forth.

It can be said that the palace at this time is like a copper wall and an iron wall, and it is
heavily guarded.
call!
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng had no choice but to give up the idea of pushing hard,
and decided to look for opportunities at night.
……..
On the other side, Wudang Mountain.
On the square in front of the main hall, many Wudang disciples lined up neatly,
practicing swordsmanship.
“Whoosh!”
However, at this moment, a slender figure flew from a distance and landed firmly on the
top of the hall.
Women are sexy and charming!
Wearing a long white dress, her compact body is looming, graceful and graceful, but a
woman’s body is filled with an unforgiving aura, like a fairy who doesn’t eat fireworks!
It was Nalan gladly!
At this time, Nalan was happy, with frost on his face, but his heart was extremely
anxious.
For the past few days, the Nalan family has been searching for Nalan Wushuang’s
whereabouts all over the rivers and lakes, but there is no clue at all, which makes Nalan
very worried.
In the end, Nalan readily deduced that the niece might have been captured by the
Wudang faction. After all, the grievances between Wudang and the Nalan family
gradually deepened, and it was impossible for the other party to capture Nalan
Wushuang.
Realizing this, Nalan Wushuang did not hesitate to join the Wudang faction.
“There are people in the hall!”
“Who is so bold, dare to break into the Wudang sect?”
“Oh, what a beautiful woman…”

Soon, the Wudang sect disciples who were practicing found Nalan Xinran. Seeing her in
a long dress, standing on the top of the hall, her skirt fluttering in the wind, floating like a
fairy, everyone was stunned.
nice!
Really beautiful, this woman is too beautiful, like a fairy descending to earth.
With a slender waist and straight long legs, this figure is simply too perfect.
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Nalan Xinran didn’t care about the eyes of these disciples, the cold expression did not
fluctuate in the slightest.
“I’m Nalan Xinran from the Nalan family, hurry up and tell Ye Yun to come out and meet
me.” Nalan Xinran’s red lips lightly parted, and her icy voice spread throughout the
Wudang faction.
His tone was soft, yet full of majesty.
Nalan happy?
Hearing the coquettish shouts, the entire square fell silent, and the Wudang Sect
disciples present all looked at each other in dismay. Now that Wudang and the Nalan
family are already at odds with each other, I never imagined that Nalan would be so
bold and dare to break into the Wudang faction alone.
What the Wudang faction said, it is also a well-known sect in the Earth Circle. Does this
woman come to provoke her alone and seek death?
“Who am I, it turns out to be the number one beauty of the Nalan family?” After a brief
silence, an elite disciple slowly walked out of the crowd, looked up at Nalan Xinran, and
said with a half-smile, “You’re in such a hurry. Looking for our head, do you want to be
his wife, to be our head’s wife?”
“Hey, but it’s a pity, Brother Ye Yun is the head now, I’m afraid I don’t like you
anymore.”
Boom…
voice Falling down, the whole square burst into laughter.
Whoever was present did not know that Ye Yun and Nalan were happy to be in love
with each other at the beginning, almost to the point of talking about marriage, but
unfortunately there was a change, Ye Yun was slandered and killed Nalan Shinichi…

“You are courting death!”
Facing the ridicule, Nalan Xinran’s delicate face was instantly cold, and killing intent
flashed in his eyes.
At the moment when the voice fell, Nalan’s body flashed with joy, and the jade hand
clenched a long sword, like a shock, flying down from the top of the hall, stabbing the
elite disciple’s heart with a sword.
puff….
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Nalan Xinran’s speed was very fast, and the elite disciple had no time to react. His heart
was directly pierced, and his body trembled and fell to the ground, dying out of breath.
Mad!
Seeing this scene, the other disciples present were all shocked and angry.
This Nalan Xinran looks so delicate on the surface, but is so cruel?
“Let’s go together!”
Soon, the disciples reacted and shouted, the long swords were intertwined into a sword
curtain, and they happily surrounded Nalan.
Seeing the Wudang disciples rushing up, Nalan Xinran did not panic at all, and said
coldly, “Ye Yun has caught my niece, doesn’t he dare to show up? Then I will kill all
your Wudang disciples to see if you can’t come out. “
Om!
The moment the words fell, Nalan happily tapped the ground with his toes, attacked
him, and fought with many Wudang disciples.
I saw that Nalan was pleased with the agility and graceful movement, and the long
sword in his hand was even more elusive.
“Ah…”
Many Wudang sect disciples, before they understood what was going on, were stabbed
to the point by Nalan, and they all let out shrill screams and fell into a pool of blood.

Speaking of which, Nalan is happy and kind-hearted. Under normal circumstances, he
would not start killing people, but in order to find out the whereabouts of his niece, he
was so anxious, and thinking about his brother’s tragic death, he was no longer rational.
In less than half a minute, the bodies of more than 100 Wudang disciples fell on the
square, the ground was red with blood, and the air was filled with the suffocating smell
of blood.
“Stop!”
“Don’t be presumptuous…”
Suddenly, a few angry shouts came, and then a few figures came quickly from the back
mountain.
The uniform gray robes were the elders of the Wudang faction.
“Nalan Xinran?”
When he came to the front, seeing that it was Nalan Xinran, the first elder was furious:
“You are very courageous, you dare to break into our Wudang faction.” The
voice fell, and the other elders behind him also glared at Nalan Xinran. .
“Stop talking nonsense.”
Nalan happily clenched the long sword and shouted: “Hurry up and tell Ye Yun to get
out and hand over my niece Nalan Wushuang, otherwise, I will pacify your Wudang
faction.”
Hearing this, the elder wrinkled . He frowned and said coldly: “My family’s head is not in
the mountain gate, and the unparalleled girl in your family is missing, and it has nothing
to do with us in Wudang.”
After speaking, the elder looked at the square, where all the disciples were dead and
wounded. Injured, anger rose in his heart: “You better be obedient and capture it,
otherwise I will teach you to come back and forth.” The
dignified Wudang faction was actually disturbed by a woman who came to the door.
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“Let me capture it, I’m afraid you don’t have the ability.” Nalan responded coldly with
pleasure.
Swish!

Hearing this, the Great Elder’s face was instantly ugly: “Okay, then I will teach you how
much you are capable.” When the voice fell, the Great Elder’s figure burst out,
summoned a long sword, and quickly stabbed Nalan with pleasure.
call!
This sword contains ten successes of the Great Elder! It can be clearly seen that where
the long sword passes, the surrounding air seems to be distorted.
Seeing the outburst of the Great Elder, Nalan’s delighted and delicate face did not
fluctuate in the slightest. He immediately stimulated his inner strength, and the long
sword in his hand roared out to meet the Great Elder!
“Dangdangdang!”
In an instant, the long swords on both sides kept colliding, making loud noises, and after
a few rounds, the elder felt something was wrong.
In just a few short years, this Nalan Xinran’s strength has become so strong?
You must know that five years ago, the first elder had a fight with Nalan Xinran. At that
time, Nalan Xinran was defeated in less than ten rounds. Now that five years have
passed, the first elder is shocked to find that he is unable to fight the opponent.
suppress.
clang!
At this moment, the long swords of the two sides collided again, and Nalan gladly took
advantage of the moment when the Great Elder retreated, his delicate body flashed,
and he hit him with a palm!
The speed of this palm is too fast, and the elder can’t dodge at all, and can only run the
palm to meet it.
boom!
The two of them touched their palms and made a dull vibration. The Great Elder turned
pale and took a dozen steps back before he stabilized his figure.
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“very good…”
The first elder stabilized his figure, endured the churning of qi and blood in his body,
and looked at Nalan Xinran in shock and anger: “As expected of a martial arts genius of
the Nalan family, in just a few years, you have made rapid progress. However, you If

you think that you can do whatever you want in our Wudang faction by yourself, then
you are wrong.” After
speaking, the chief elder shouted: “Let’s form the Big Dipper Array.”
Whoa!
Hearing this, the other elders, who were already eager to try, pulled out their long
swords, moved their figures, and surrounded Nalan Xinran in the middle.
The Big Dipper Array of Wudang Sect?
At this moment, Nalan’s body trembled with joy, and a bit of solemnity appeared on her
delicate face.
It can be seen that the position where these Wudang elders are standing is exactly the
shape of a Big Dipper. It seems very simple, but it contains one hundred and thirty-six
changes, which is extremely mysterious.
He was afraid, but Nalan Xinran didn’t flinch at all. At that time, biting his lip and holding
his long sword, he fought fiercely with several elders, trying to break the formation.
However, the Big Dipper Array was too mysterious, and Nalan happily tried several
times, but all failed.
Not only that, under the suppression of the formation, Nalan Xinran’s speed became
slower and slower, and her delicate face was also pale, obviously unable to hold it.
Speaking of which, Nalan Xinran is very powerful. In the fight alone, none of the
Wudang elders present were her opponents, but once they formed the Big Dipper Array,
they immediately reversed the situation.
boom!
Soon, the elder found an opportunity and slapped it from the back.
Nalan gladly didn’t have time to dodge, and was shot directly on the back. At that time,
with a grunt, he fell directly from the air, and the long sword in his hand also fell to the
ground.
After landing, Nalan happily frowned, and felt as if a fire was rising in his body, and a
burst of burning pain hit his body.
Oops, it’s pure yang power.
At this moment, Nalan’s face changed with joy, and he was secretly anxious.

She clearly felt that the palm that the Great Elder hit her just now contained pure Yang
power that reached the height of Yang, and she was cultivating the yin and soft skills.
The tit for tat almost made her meridians disordered.
Swish swish…
Just when Nalan Wushuang was secretly anxious, the first elders descended one after
another and surrounded her.
“Nalan Xinran.” The elder’s face was cold, and his tone was a bit arrogant: “You don’t
need to resist, you have been hit by my pure yang skill. In a short period of time, you
can’t get rid of it at all, just surrender.” The
voice fell . , the big elder walked step by step.
Phew…
Facing the situation, Nalan bit her lip with pleasure, feeling extremely unwilling in her
heart.
Did you get caught just like that?
The elder brother’s revenge has not yet been avenged, and Wushuang has not been
found. If he also falls into the hands of the Wudang faction, he might as well die
immediately.
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Seeing that the elder was getting closer, Nalan closed his eyes happily and gave up
resistance.
“Stop!”
However, at this moment, a cold shout came, and then, a figure flew from the sky in the
distance, like a shooting star.
In the blink of an eye, the visitor landed and stood in front of Nalan Xinran.
His sharp-edged features, his eyes were cold, and his whole body was filled with a
powerful aura.
It was Gogne.
Nalan happily entered the Wudang faction alone, without telling anyone. Gone only got
the news half an hour ago.
Of course, Gone and Prince Aotian had secretly joined forces and would not help Nalan
gladly pacify the Wudang faction. He came here just to take Nalan gladly away.
After all, this woman has a pivotal position in the Nalan family, and it will be useful to
keep it in the future.
Swish!

Seeing Gone’s appearance, the eyes of the Wudang Sect disciples and the elders who
were present all converged on Gone, and they couldn’t hide the fear in their eyes.
In the next second, the Great Elder looked solemn and locked onto Gone tightly: “Nie
Zhan, you are very brave, you dare to come to Wudang.” Appeared, only to drive away
this powerful enemy.
Seeing Gone again at this time, even the Great Elder was inexplicably uneasy. But for
the dignity of the Wudang faction, he did not back down.
“Haha…”
Facing the scolding of the elder, Gone showed a smile, and said lightly: “Why don’t I
dare to come, but you Wudang faction, who claim to be famous and authentic, now?
Now join forces to bully a weak woman, What a joke.”
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“You…”
Hearing the ridicule, the elder’s face flushed red, and he was dumbfounded after saying
a word.
At this time, Gone was too lazy to care about him, and turned to Nalan and said happily,
“Senior sister, don’t panic, I’ll take you out of here.”
Hmm!
Nalan nodded happily. For some unknown reason, seeing Junior Brother ‘Nie Zhan’
arrived, he felt an indescribable sense of security in his heart.
“Let’s go?” At this moment, the Great Elder reacted and shouted: “Come to Wudang to
be wild, none of you will be able to leave today.”
Om!
The voice fell, and the Great Elder’s internal strength suddenly burst out, and the figure
was like a cannonball, and he slapped Gone with a slap in the face.
A hint of contempt appeared on the corner of Gone’s mouth: “The real person Lingyu is
not my opponent, so don’t come out and be embarrassed.” The voice fell, and Gone
broke out and attacked.
Bang!

In an instant, the palms of the two sides collided fiercely, and a roar erupted. The first
elder only felt an overwhelming force coming, he groaned, and took a dozen steps back,
his body blood was churning, and his face was instantly pale.
Damn… This Nie Zhan’s strength is really terrifying.
After stabilizing his figure, the first elder looked at Gone closely, his face full of
astonishment.
At the same time, Nalan Xinran below was also trembling, staring blankly at Gone
speechless.
The strength of this Junior Brother Nie Zhan is so strong?
“Haha!”
At this moment, Gogne chuckled and mocked at the elder: “I said, you are not my
opponent, so don’t make yourself ugly.”
Hearing this, the Great Elder’s face flushed, and he was ashamed and resentful.
After all, he was also the Great Elder of the Wudang faction, and being mocked by
Gone in front of so many people was even more uncomfortable than killing him.
In anger, the elder’s eyes were blood red, and he shouted: “Kid Hugh is going to be
mad, no matter how much you pay today, it is impossible for you to leave alive.” The
voice fell, and the figure broke out again, heading straight for Gone.
“Elder, let’s help you.”
At the same time, the other elders below also shouted and flew up to fight Gone in midair with the elder.
Ugh!
Seeing the other party being so persistent, Gone sighed secretly, because he secretly
formed an alliance with Prince Aotian, so he didn’t kill him.
After a few confluences, Gone found an opportunity, raised his hand and burst into a
blood-colored light, and saw the surrounding air suddenly tore apart, the power was
very terrifying.
Feeling the power of the red glow, the elders didn’t dare to resist, and hurried back to
dodge.
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Whoosh!
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Gognie turned and rushed towards Nalan Xinran,
picked her up by the waist, and flew towards the distance.
All of this happened in a flash, and everyone in the Wudang faction couldn’t react.
When the elders wanted to pursue them, they saw Gonie and Nalan gladly disappearing
from sight.
Mad!
For a time, the chief elder’s angry face turned dark, and he shouted: “The disciples of
the Wudang faction obey the order and pursue them with all their strength.” After
fighting for a long time, they injured so many people, and finally they were run away by
the other party. How can this be endured?
“According to the order!”
Upon hearing the order, the Wudang Sect disciples who were present responded one
after another, and then one by one, they urged their movements and quickly chased in
the direction of Gone’s departure.
At this moment, in the distant sky.
Nalan was delighted to be held by Gone’s waist, and was unspeakably shy. At that time,
he wanted to struggle, but his body was very weak. Once he broke free, he would fall
down, so he had to endure it at the time.
Phew…
Then, seeing the Wudang disciples chasing in the distance, Nalan gladly couldn’t hide
his anxiety: “Nie Zhan, they’re chasing.”
“Senior sister, don’t panic, they won’t be able to catch up.” Gone Respond lightly.
But….
Nalan bit his lip with pleasure and said unwillingly: “Wu Shuang hasn’t been rescued
yet, I don’t want to leave like this.”
Hearing this, Gone sighed lightly and said slowly: ” Senior Sister, don’t worry about this,
I have deliberately investigated before, Wushuang was not arrested by the Wudang
faction.”
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Is that right?
Hearing this, Nalan was stunned for a while, then wanted to say something, suddenly
frowned, and couldn’t help but let out a painful hum.
Immediately afterwards, Nalan Xinran’s face was flushed red, and her whole body was
extremely hot.
Seeing this, Gone was taken aback, and when he saw a cave on the mountainside not
far away, he immediately landed.
When they arrived at the cave, Gognie placed Nalan Xinran on a flat stone and asked,
“Senior sister, what’s wrong with you?”
“I…”
Nalan Xinran bit her lip tightly and said softly, “I had a relationship with you before.
When the Wudang Great Elder fought, he was hit by the power of his Chunyang palm…
This power, and the exercises I practiced, restrained each other…”
Before he finished speaking, Nalan’s face was as red as red with joy. Blood, more
painful.
This…
Hearing this, Gone frowned secretly, and couldn’t help but muttered in his heart.
This should be the human cultivator, who is talking about going into the devil…
“It’s so uncomfortable…”
Just when Gone was thinking secretly, he saw Nalan groaning happily, and the whole
person was red. Afterwards, a flame jumped out of Nalan Xinran’s body, and the flame
showed a strange purple-red color.
It is after entering into the madness, the inner demon karmic fire that will be formed.
At this time, Nalan Xinran, under the invasion of pain, still maintained a bit of rationality,
and immediately prepared to completely exorcise the evil karma. It was just that he
fought against the Great Elder before, and his strength was consumed a lot. At this
time, facing the evil karma Fire is simply powerless.
Chi Chi…

Almost in the blink of an eye, Nalan Xinran’s long skirt was destroyed by the fire of her
inner demons, and that charming curve was exposed at once.
call!
I have to say that Nalan Xinran is worthy of being the number one beauty of the Nalan
family. Even the calm-minded Gone could not help but be stunned by the scene in front
of her.
As you can see, Nalan is pleased to be unobstructed at this time, and the charming and
tight curves are presented without reservation, which is simply a perfect piece of art.
Swish!
Aware of Gone’s gaze, Nalan was shy and said weakly, “You….you turn around and
don’t look at it.” She was pure and clean, when was a man looked at like this?
For a while, Gogne was very embarrassed, and turned around after a reply.
Seeing that Gone obeyed and turned around, Nalan was pleased and secretly relieved,
and then continued to try to exorcise the karmic fire of his inner demons. However, with
her current strength, it was simply not enough to expel it. Seeing that the purple-red
flames were burning more and more vigorously, Nalan was so hot and sweaty that she
could hardly hold it any longer.
“Hmm…”
Finally, Nalan happily let out a painful cry, and her delicate body also rolled on the
ground.
Hearing the movement, Gone quickly turned around and asked, “Senior sister, how are
you?”
“Help me…”
Nalan happily pursed her lips and spit out two words weakly. The whole body is on fire,
this kind of pain is not something ordinary people can bear.
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Speaking of which, Nalan is pleased to take his innocence very seriously, and he is
reluctant to let Gone help.
It’s just… The fire of this demon karma is burning more and more vigorously, and if it is
not exorcised in time, it will be dead.

“Okay!”
Hearing this, Gone nodded and walked over quickly.
However, when he got to the front, looking at the flames that filled Nalan’s body, Gone
was at a loss: “Senior sister, how can I help?
” nothing.
Swish!
Seeing his dazed expression, Nalan Xin was a little dumbfounded, but still endured the
pain and said, “You… you put your hand on my dantian, urge your internal force to
disperse the turbulent power in my body, and then I will be fine. .”
When he said the last few sentences, Nalan’s face was flushed with joy, and his voice
was so small that he couldn’t hear it if he didn’t listen carefully.
“Understood!”
Gone didn’t notice Nalan Xinran’s abnormality, nodded, then sat cross-legged in front of
Nalan Xinran, put both hands on her dantian, and began to expel…
For a time, the entire cave was dead as if silence.
The atmosphere is also somewhat subtle. Phew
… I don’t know how long it took, Gone was successfully expelled, and stood up with a
sigh of relief. He saw that Nalan was pleased with the flames burning all over his body,
completely extinguished, and his flushed face subsided at this time, but the whole
person still looked very weak. “Sister!”
At this time, Gognie looked at Nalan Xinran and asked with concern, “How do you feel
now?
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” There is no cover at all, which is really humiliating to the dead.
Seeing Nalan Xinran’s action, Gone reacted, quickly took off his jacket, handed it to
Nalan Xinran, and then turned around again.
As the Supreme Being of the Demon Race, Gone would not be easily tempted by
beauty, but at this moment, an idea suddenly appeared in his mind.

If he were to marry Nalan Xinran as his wife, he would be less worried about what to do
in the Nalan family in the future.
At the same time, Nalan was happily wearing Gone’s gown in silence, but he couldn’t
calm down for a long time. Today, he was embarrassed to death. It was all seen by
Junior Brother Nie Zhan.
But… Junior Brother Nie Zhan is usually not good at words. , but he is a good person.
Under the circumstances just now, he did not do the slightest deviance….
For a time, the two of them had their own thoughts, and the cave fell into silence again.
“Senior Sister!”
After a few minutes, watching the sky darken outside, Gone couldn’t help breaking the
awkward atmosphere: “It’s getting dark, let’s go back to the family first.”
Nalan responded with pleasure and was ready to meet Gone. leave.
“Senior Sister Xinran…”
“Xinran…”
However, as soon as he walked out of the cave, he heard a series of calls coming from
not far away, and then, he saw a dozen figures flying from the air.
They are all elite disciples of the Nalan family, headed by the patriarch Nalan
Hongzheng.
Like Gone, Nalan Hongzheng learned two hours ago that his daughter had entered the
Wudang sect alone. At that time, he was worried and anxious, so he immediately took
someone to the Wudang sect.
Only after the results arrived, did he learn that Nalan Xinran had been rescued by Gone,
and the Wudang faction rushed out to pursue him with all his strength.
Knowing these circumstances, Nalan Hong was very worried, so he took his disciples
and searched for the whereabouts of the two. It was a coincidence that he found the
cave where the two were hiding.
Swish!
Seeing Nalan Hongzheng and his family disciples coming, Nalan’s delighted and
delicate face suddenly flushed red, and he quickly hid behind Gone. Now that he was
wearing the clothes of Junior Brother Nie Zhan and came out of the cave together, it
was inevitable that he would not be misunderstood.

Gogne was indifferent.
This….
at this time, Nalan Hongzheng and the others also discovered the two of Gone, and
they were all stunned.
Just saw Gogne shirtless standing at the entrance of the cave, and behind him, Nalan
happily wearing his white gown, delicate face, full of complexity.
Nalanhong is a smart person, he understood something in an instant, and immediately
ordered the disciple behind him: “You spread out first, and the realm is around.”
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“Yes, the patriarch!”
These family disciples were not stupid either. When they heard the order, they quickly
dispersed.
Nalan Hong was quickly landing at the entrance of the cave, and smiled at Nalan with
pleasure: “Xin Ran, I’m relieved to see that you are all right, do you know how worried
you are for your father that you are alone in the Wudang faction? “
I…”
Nalan lowered his head happily and said softly, “I was impulsive.”
Nalan Hongzheng didn’t care too much, looked at the two of them and couldn’t help
saying: “You… ..what’s going on?”
At this moment, Gognier and Nalan looked at each other happily, and then Gogne
smiled slightly: “Senior sister, tell the master about the situation.” Phew
…
Nalan nodded happily. , and then heaved a sigh of relief, and told the details of what he
had experienced before.
At the end of the conversation, Nalan’s face flushed with joy, and he whispered: “After
arriving at this cave, I started to go crazy, and my clothes were burned, so the junior
brother helped me get rid of…”
Thinking of the scene just now , Nalan Lan Xinran was shy.
That’s what happened.

Knowing the situation, Nalan Hongzheng nodded silently.
At this time, Gone said slowly: “Master, please rest assured, even though this
happened, senior sister and I are innocent, but… it is related to senior sister’s
innocence and reputation.
” After taking a deep look at Nalan Xin Ran, he continued: “If Senior Sister doesn’t
dislike it, I am willing to take responsibility.”
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Gognie thought about it, and took this opportunity to marry Nalan Xin Ran, and then
justifiably control the Nalan family.
This…
At this moment, Nalan’s body trembled with delight, staring blankly at Gone, his mind
went blank.
What nonsense did my brother say? He… is he proposing to me?
At the same time, Nalan Hongzheng was also stunned for a while, and then he reacted
and said with a smile: “I am so responsible, I am glad to entrust it to you, but I have a
wish.”
Nalan Hong was already controlled by Gone. When I saw Gone say this, I naturally
added fuel to the flames.
When the words fell, Nalan Xinran hurriedly stomped his feet: “Dad, what are you
talking about? I…I haven’t thought about getting married yet.” As he spoke, he glanced
shyly at Gone.
Although this junior apprentice has a very good character and strong strength,
especially when he was in the cave just now, he didn’t show any signs of deviating from
him, which is very admirable.
But it’s too hasty to decide on a marriage like this.
Haha…
As soon as he finished speaking, Nalan Hongzheng couldn’t help laughing: “My good
daughter, I know that you want to revitalize the family, but don’t forget that you are a
daughter and you will marry sooner or later. “
Junior Brother Nie Zhan, you are the best choice in terms of appearance, character, or
talent. What else are you dissatisfied with?” After

speaking, he looked at Nalan Xinran with a smile and waited. with her answer.
For a time, Nalan Xinran’s face flushed, and he lowered his head and said, “But…”
At this time, Nalan Xinran was confused and wanted to find a reason to shirk, but after
thinking about it, he couldn’t think of anything. suitable reason.
Seeing that she couldn’t speak, Nalan Hongzheng smiled and made a final decision:
“It’s nothing to worry about, you’re not too young, this marriage is settled.”
After speaking, Nalan Hongzheng sighed and said with emotion: “Your brother died
tragically, that girl Wushuang is young and playful, and it is difficult to shoulder heavy
responsibilities. After the two of you get married, help me share some family matters,
and I can relax.”
Huh….
Seeing what his father said, Nalan gladly knew that he couldn’t get away with it, and
because he had a good impression of this junior ‘Nie Zhan’ next to him, he could only
nod his head.
Seeing her finally agreeing, Gognier showed a smile: “Senior sister, don’t worry, I will
definitely love you after we get married.” After
saying that, Gognier saluted Nalanhong again: “Thank you, Master, for your
accomplishment.”
“It’s all . You don’t have to be so polite anymore.” Nalan Hongzheng laughed, waved his
hand, and then summoned the disciples who were vigilant around him and returned to
the family with the two of them.
…
the other side.
In the boundless jungle of the wild and strange realm, two figures are slowly moving
forward.
The men are tall and handsome, and the women are charming and charming.
It was Tie Bowen and Nalan Wushuang.
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Two days ago, under the pursuit of black armored cavalry, the two had to break into the
wild and strange area, where poisonous insects and beasts were rampant, and some

areas were filled with poisonous mist and miasma, which can be said to be dangerous
everywhere.
In the past two days, many beasts have been repelled, and the wind meal is sleeping in
the open. By this time, it is already exhausted.
“Nine girls…”
At this time, looking at the dense jungle around, Tie Bowen felt very guilty, and said to
Nalan Wushuang: “I’m sorry, I made you suffer with me.”
Nalan Wushuang chuckled: “You What nonsense are you talking about? We are all
living well, what are you sorry for?”
Hearing this, Tie Bowen scratched his head and smiled, then he thought of something
and picked up the sunset bow on his back: “This How do you use a bow…”
When he encountered a beast before, Tie Bowen tried to inject internal power into the
sunset bow, but the sunset bow did not respond at all.
Nalan Wushuang opened his mouth and was about to answer when he was suddenly
interrupted by a roar.
“Roar!” The
roar came from the jungle in front of him, shocking the soul.
Hearing the roar, both of them became alert.
Whoa!
In the next second, they saw a black figure rushing out of the jungle. The two of them
looked at it at the same time, and they couldn’t help gasping for air.
I saw that it was a huge leopard.
This leopard is four or five meters long, with full body hair, dark yellow base, covered
with blood-red markings, especially on the top of the head, where a tentacle protrudes,
shimmering with blood-colored light.
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Oops!
Seeing this scene, Tie Bowen’s heart was shocked, and he couldn’t help but whispered:
“This… this is a spirit-loving leopard in the wild and strange realm?”

Nalan Wushuang was stunned: “What spirit-loving leopard?”
Tie Bowen took a deep breath, stared at the spirit-loving leopard, and replied: “This is a
beast unique to the wild and strange realm. Unlike ordinary beasts, it is not only
ferocious, but also devours the inner strength of practitioners. I can see the tentacles on
its head. Is it? The more internal force it swallows, the brighter its tentacles will be.”
“This spirit-loving leopard should have killed a lot of practitioners.”
Swish!
Hearing this, Nalan Wushuang’s eyes flickered, showing a hint of interest: “It looks no
different from an ordinary leopard, but it has an extra tentacle…”
“Roar!” Seeing the spirit-thirsty leopard suddenly speed up, let out a roar, and rush
forward.
Seeing the spirit-loving leopard rushing towards him, Nalan Wushuang was not afraid at
all, and shouted coquettishly: “Xiao Hua Mao dares to take the initiative to attack? This
lady is not afraid of you.” The voice fell, and the toes lightly tapped the ground and
directly attacked.
“Be careful…”
Seeing this, Tie Bowen couldn’t help but remind him that it was too late to stop him.
Bang bang bang…
In the blink of an eye, Nalan Wushuang and the Spirit-loving Leopard fought fiercely,
and he saw that Nalan Wushuang made a fierce attack, and every time he made a shot,
he aimed at the vital point of the Spirit-loving Leopard.
However, this spirit-loving leopard is very sensitive and can avoid it every time.
boom!
Soon, Nalan Wushuang was thrown on the back by the spirit-loving leopard’s long tail
because he underestimated the enemy. Hearing a groan, Nalan Wushuang was directly
thrown a few meters away, and his delicate face turned pale instantly.
Seeing this scene, Tie Bowen exclaimed: “Nine girls, are you all right?” After saying
that, he rushed to help Nalan Wushuang.
“Roar!”

However, at this moment, the spirit-loving leopard let out a roar and rushed towards Tie
Bowen’s back.
Nalan Wushuang hurriedly shouted: “Leave me alone, be careful.”
Mad!
Hearing Nalan Wushuang’s words, Tie Bowen nodded, then cursed inwardly, and
turned to meet the spirit-loving leopard. As a leader of the younger generation of the
Rakshasa tribe, Tie Bowen has good strength, but in the face of this ferocious spiritloving leopard, he will not be able to win for a while.
What made Tie Bowen even more depressed was that this spirit-loving leopard had a
very strong defense, and he slapped it on it several times, but it didn’t do any damage at
all.
“Roar!” During the
fierce battle, the spirit-thirsty leopard roared again and again, waving its claws like a
violent storm, Tie Bowen couldn’t dodge in time, and wounds were drawn on his body,
and blood was dripping immediately.
Smelling the smell of blood, the spirit-loving leopard’s ferocity was completely aroused,
and it directly threw Tie Bowen to the ground, opened its mouth wide, and bit directly at
Tie Bowen’s head.

